
After you switch on the
main switch picture 1
appears.

If you press the stop button the sewing
    machine will be initiated and
    ready for operation and then
    picture 2 appears.

picture 1

picture 2

active seam

active seam function

piece counter / per day

sewing programm
corner knife.correction
seam beginn

seam - name

seam length

docking point

corner knife correction
seam end

One step back

Pick up function test

without function

upper thread-catcher / cutter

photocell  correction

enter the seam length

corner knife correction

one level down

brief instruction BASS 3050

Press



working level

thread bobbin   full charge

sewing motor ON /  winding

piece counter per day into  0 

docking mark  ON / OFF

stacker/ Pick up ON / OFF

corner knife  ON / OFF

center knife     ON / OFF

one level back

Press

program level

Attention:
If the seam function in the program level is
deactivated, they can t be activated in quick
access.



Press

F1 sewing sequence: There you can put different seams together into one sewing program.

sewing sequencelevel ( 1 )

Press

F2 sewing functions:  There you can switch the different additional options from the current
                                          chosen seam on or off. The symbols which are deposed in black are in
                                          the current sewing in function.

sewing functionslevel ( 1 )

Press

F3 sewing parameter: Sewing parameter give values which are effective in the current
                                    activated seam. If changes will be made, they have no
                                    effect on the other seams.

sewing parameterlevel  ( 1 )



Press

F4 basic parameter:   Basic parameter give values which are effective in all seams. If changes will
                                         be made, they have effect on all the other seams.

basic parameterlevel ( 1 )

Press

F5 init parameter:   In the level init parameter different functions can be executed.

init parameter

  F1-put in program name,
There you can put in a name for the current chosen
seam.

  F2- copy from program no.,
There you can copy a copy of another program on
the current chosen seam.

  F3- e-prom basic parameter,
There you can use sample program from the sewing
memory.

  F5- delete the program,
They you can delete the current seam.

  F6- memory - chip  ,
There you can read in and read out sewing programs
and format program dongle (external memory chip).

level ( 2 )

level  ( 1 )



Press

F6 other: On button F6 there are more functions and tests deposed, which supports to localize the
                     malfunctions.

otherlevel ( 1 )

Press

F1   I/O  test:          With the I/O test, you can check the inputs (switch and photocell) and also
                                        the outputs (valve).

I / O    testlevel ( 2 )

Press

F2  diagnostic:         Behind the level there are diagnostic programs which serve for localization
                                         of malfunctions.

diagnosticlevel ( 2 )



level ( 3 )

  F1-sevice test  ,
These tests can only be made by producer with
special auxiliary equipment.

  F2- sewing motor.  ,
There can be made a function test of sewing motor,
thread cutter and internal transmitter of sewing
motor.
Furthermore you can read in the parameter for
sewing motor.

  F3- clamp motor ,
There can be made a function test for clamp motor.

  F4- centre knife motor ,
There can be made a function test for centre knife
motor.

  F5- stacker motor ,
There can be made a function test for stacker motor.

STACKER MOTOR

Press

F3   service code:         With the service code you can unlock or lock different user levels.
                                                 - without code you can t change the sewing programs.
                                                 - with code 99160   you can change the parameters and activate all
        test programs.
                                                 - with code ______  you can make software updates and such tests
        which can be made only by specialized staff.
                                                   (in case of need please contact A-S-S and ask for this code!)

service codelevel ( 2 )



Press

F4   supplemental programs: With supplemental programs you can make updates and
             quantity limitation, select languages and count pieces.

supplemental programslevel ( 2 )

  F1- system update.  ,
Here you can read in a newer  software
if A-S-S confirm that this is possible.
You can also read in a software from another
machine type to use the display on another
machine.
(ONLY AFTER TALKING TO A-S-S! )

  F2- select languages,
Here you can select the language.
You can choose the relevant language by pressing
the button F1- F6.

  F3 pieces counter ,
Here you can see the number of pieces which you
have already sewed.

  F4- unlock codes ,
Here can be made quantity limitation.
THIS CAN ONLY BE MADE BY A-S-S!



F1   sewing sequence
F2   sewing function
F3   sewing parameter
F4   basic parameter
F5   init parameter
F6   other

level 1

F1   enter sewing name
F2   copy sewing number
F3   sample sewing program
F4
F5   delete seam
F6   memory - chip

level 2

F1   current seam u chip
F2   chipu current seam
F3   Mc. memoryu chip
F4   chipu Mc. memory
F5   format the chip
F6

level 3

F1   I/O  test
F2   diagnostic
F3   service code
F4   supplemental programs
F5
F6

level  2 F1   service tests
F2   sewing motor
F3   clamp motor
F4
F5   center knife motor
F6   stacker motor

level  3

F1   control the sewing motor
F2   thread-cutter
F3   position sensor
F4
F5   synchronizer
F6

level  4

service code       XXXXX

confirm the enter with 

level  3

F1   system update
F2   select language
F3   piece counter
F4   unlock codes
F5
F6

level  3
F1   E-prom u chip
F2   chip u  E-prom
F3   RS 232 u chip
F4
F5
F6

level  4

F1   German
F2   English
F3   French
F4   Spanish
F5   Turkish
F6   Chinese

Different operating languages you may
choose is departing on present installed
Software.

level  4



Basic-Parameter list BASS 3050



Seam-Parameter list BASS 3050



X2 Functional role Signal/
black

+ 24 V / brown
21 - 25

GND blue
14 - 20

S2 clamp 0-position Pin 02 Pin 21-25 Pin 14-20
S7 folder down Pin 04 Pin 21-25 Pin 14-20

S15 photocell flap Pin 11 Pin 21-25 Pin 14-20
S20 foot switch Pin 06 Pin 14-20

X3 Functional role Signal/
white

+ 24 V / brown
14 - 25

Y01 thread cutter Pin 01 Pin 14-25
Y02 thread catcher Pin 02 Pin 14-25
Y03 thread movable Pin 03 Pin 14-25
Y04 center knife down Pin 04 Pin 14-25
Y05 center knife lock to cut Pin 05 Pin 14-25
Y06 folder down Pin 06 Pin 14-25
Y07 folder up Pin 07 Pin 14-25
Y08 dart stretcher Pin 08 Pin 14-25
Y09 vacuum Pin 09 Pin 14-25
Y11 stacker  (pan bar) Pin 10 Pin 14-25
Y13 corner knife  (seam begin) Pin 11 Pin 14-25
Y14 corner knife  (seam end) Pin 12 Pin 14-25

X4 Functional role Signal/
white

+ 24 V / brown
09 - 15

Y18 flap clamp right Pin 01 Pin 09-15
Y19 flap clamp left Pin 02 Pin 09-15
Y20 folding slide left+right Pin 03 Pin 09-15
Y22 mainclamp right Pin 05 Pin 09-15
Y23 mainclamp left Pin 06 Pin 09-15
Y24 mainclamp pressure supply Pin 07 Pin 09-15
Y58 fabric clamp pick up Pin 08 Pin 09-15

Input / Output  BASS 3050

Input all Output Y1  Y 14 Output Y18 Y 54
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